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TV Spotlight (DVD/Blu-ray

Review)

V, The Twilight Zone, Men Of A Certain Age,

Lie To Me, The Boondocks, Metalocalypse,

Dragnet 1969, Trek Stars Go West, Betty

White In Black & White, Dennis Hopper: The

Early Years
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Editor's Note:

This is one of a

selection of reviews

we're putting up as

mini-podcasts.

When you click on

the player below,

you can listen to

the review. Enjoy!

The Snapshot:

V: A season that

shows this series

has potential more

than a season that

really makes you a

fan. Looking

forward to Season

2, but you need to

watch Season 1 to

understand what's

going on.

The Twilight

Zone: Classic television, amazing transfers, and seriously more extras than you can possibly

ever find time to watch? HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

Men of a Certain Age: A solid show in its first season, this one has room for improvement

but also has a lot of charm. Not a full-on drama but not a comedy, Men of a Certain Age

lands in the comfortable space in between.

Lie To Me: A surprisingly good show, Lie to Me has a good cast and is eminently

watchable. It's not appointment TV for me, but I certainly do enjoy watching it whn it comes

in on DVD.

The Boondocks: There’s no way to describe the show; you really just have to watch it. The

Boondocks is simply hysterical. Extremely, horribly wrong on every level, but hysterical.

Metalocalypse: Ridiculously over the top, this death metal parody can be both funny and

brutal. Adult Swim Fans will love having it on Blu-ray.

Mike Spring - Editor

DVDsnapshot
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Which 80s show had the better name:
"Hardcastle & McCormick" or "Tenspeed &
Brownshoe"?
about 1 minute ago � reply

@murraymaker Yeah, that's a great disc.
Love it. I love all of their stuff, really.
18 hours ago � reply

Prepare to be SUCKER PUNCHed. Exclusive
featurette w/ the cast of @ZackSnyder's
upcoming epic action fantasy on Apple:
http://bit.ly/98iztq
18 hours ago � reply

@WinchesterBros Yeah, it's a bit messed up
graphically and needs to be reformatted,
but here it is: http://bit.ly/hp4WAc
18 hours ago � reply

With only 30 days left in our @kickstarter
fundraiser, I admit I'm getting nervous. Will
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Dragnet: This is THE classic Dragnet. Sure, you have the 1950s show, the radio dramas,

and even the Tom Hanks and Dan Aykroyd movie from the '80s, but when people think of

Dragnet, they think of Jack Webb and Harry Morgan.

Mr. Ed: The show actually holds up surprisingly well. It's a different style of humor from

what we expect out of today's sitcoms, but I'd be lying if some of the corny jokes and more

innocent stylings of humor didn't make me laugh as I was watching it.

Dennis Hopper/Star Trek/Betty White: These are interesting releases in that they do

present some cool rarities for fans of Star Trek, Betty White, and Dennis Hopper. Not quite

a treasure trove, and the cheapie packaging doesn't do them any favors, but a fun curiosity

overall.

- Mike Spring

Editor
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